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Abstract

A collectionL of x-monotone unbounded Jordan curves in the plane is called a family ofpseudolines
if every pair of curves intersects in at most one point, and the two curves cross each other there. LetP be
a set of points inR2 . We define aduality transform that mapsL to a setL� of points inR2 andP to a setP � of pseudolines inR2 so that the incidence and the “above-below” relationships between the points and
pseudolines are preserved. We present an efficient algorithm for computing the dual arrangementA(P �)
under an appropriate model of computation. We also propose a dynamic data structure for reporting, inO(m" + k) time, allk points ofP that lie below a query arc, which is either a circular arc or a portion
of the graph of a polynomial of fixed degree. This result, in addition to being needed for computing the
dual arrangement, is interesting in its own right. We present a few applications of our dual arrangement
algorithm, such as computing incidences between points and pseudolines and computing a subset of
faces in pseudoline arrangements.

Next, we present an efficient algorithm for cutting a set of circles into arcs so that every pair of
arcs intersect in at most one point, i.e., the resulting arcs constitute acollection ofpseudosegments. By
combining this algorithm with our algorithm for computing the dual arrangement of pseudolines, we
obtain efficient algorithms for a number of problems involving arrangements of circles or circular arcs,
such as detecting, counting, or reporting incidences between points and circles.
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1 Introduction

The arrangementof a finite collection� of geometric curves or surfaces inRd , denoted asA(�), is the
decomposition of the space into relatively open connected cells of dimensions0; : : : ; d induced by�, where
each cell is a maximal connected set of points lying in the intersection of a fixed subset of� and avoiding all
other elements of�. Besides being interesting in their own right, due to the rich geometric, combinatorial,
algebraic, and topological structures that they possess, arrangements also lie at the heart of numerous geo-
metric problems arising in a wide range of applications, including robotics, computer graphics, molecular
modeling, and computer vision. Study of arrangements of lines and hyperplanes has a long, rich history.
A summary of early work on arrangements can be found in [17, 18]. Although hyperplane arrangements
possess a rich structure, many applications (e.g., the motion-planning problem and the molecular modeling
mentioned above) call for a systematic study of arrangements of arcs in the plane and of surface patches in
higher dimensions. There has been much work in this area in the last two decades; see [6] for a review of
recent results.

In this paper, we focus on algorithmic problems related to arrangements of pseudolines in the plane. A
collectionL of x-monotone unbounded Jordan curves is called a family ofpseudolinesif every pair of curves
intersects in at most one point, and the two curves cross eachother there. Arrangements of pseudolines
were probably first studied by Levi [21]; see [16, 18] for the known results on pseudoline arrangements.
Surprisingly, many of the combinatorial results related toarrangements of lines (e.g., complexity of a single
face, complexity of many faces, complexity of a level, etc.)hold for arrangements of pseudolines as well.
In contrast, much less is known about algorithmic problems for pseudoline arrangements. Of course, one
has to assume a reasonable representation of the given pseudolines, in order to develop efficient algorithms
for their manipulation, so we assume, for example, that the given pseudolines are algebraic curves of fixed
maximum degree, and that our model of computation allows us to perform exact computations involving
any constant number of such curves in constant time each.

However, even with these assumptions, several algorithms for line arrangements do not extend to pseu-
doline arrangements. A stumbling block in many of these algorithms, concerning their extension to the case
of pseudolines, is that they use some kind of aduality transform that maps lines to points and points to lines.
Typically, one uses the duality that maps a line` : y = ax+ b to a point`� = (a; b) and a pointp = (�; �)
to the linep� : y = ��x + � [11]. Note that̀ lies above (resp., below, on)p if and only if `� lies above
(resp., below, on)p�.

Burr et al. [8] had raised the question whether a similar dual transformexisted for pseudolines. Good-
man [13], based on his work with Pollack on allowable sequences [14, 15], defined a dual transform for
pseudolines that preserves the incidence relationship. That is, given a setL of n pseudolines and a setP ofm points inR2 , he constructs a setL� of points and a setP � of pseudolines so that a pointp of P lies on a
pseudolinè 2 L if and only if the dual point̀ � lies on the dual pseudolinep�. Goodman’s construction has
several disadvantages from an algorithmic point of view. First, his construction is defined in the projective
plane, and, consequently, it does not (and cannot) handle the above-below relationship. A more significant
problem, from the algorithmic point of view, is that his construction requires that for each pair of the given
points there exists one of the pseudolines that passes through this pair; this can be enforced by the creation
of additional pseudolines, which may be thrown away after the construction. Goodman does not provide an
algorithm for implementing his construction. Any such algorithm, though, will have to be able to generate
additional pseudolines, as above, which is in general a highly nontrivial task.

We define a different dual transform, which may be regarded asan extension of Goodman’s definition,
and which overcomes the technical problems mentioned above. Suppose we have a data structure for storing
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them points ofP , which can report, inO(f(m)+k) time, allk points ofP that lie below a query pseudoline`, which can determine, inO(f(m)) time, whether any point ofP lies below a query pseudolinè, and which
can be updated inO(f(m)) time after inserting or deleting a point into/fromP . Using such a data structure
as a “black box,” we present a sweep-line algorithm for constructing the dual arrangementA(P �) that runs
in timeO((m2 + n)f(m) logm). We note that iff(m) is small, say polylogarithmic inm or of the formO(m"), for any" > 0, then this bound is nearly optimal. It is a bound of this kind that was missing so far in
the algorithmic applications alluded to above.

Next, we describe a data structure for preprocessing a setP of m points in the plane so that allk points
of P lying below an polynomial curve of fixed degree (i.e., the graph of a fixed-degree polynomial) can be
reported inO(m" + k) time.1 It can also determine, inO(m") time, whether any point ofP lies below a
query curve. A point can be inserted or deleted into/fromP in O(log2m) time. Although our approach
is closely based on Matoušek’s algorithm [22] for reporting points that lie below a query line, a number of
technical difficulties have to be overcome to extend this algorithm to the case of algebraic curves. A similar
data structure also works for pseudolines that are “extensions” of circular arcs; see below for a formal
definition of such extensions.

Using our arrangement algorithm, we show that all incidences between a setP of m points and a setL
of n pseudolines can be reported in timeO(m2=3�"n2=3+2" + n1+" +m1+"), for any" > 0, provided the
pseudolines inL are extensions of bounded-degree polynomial arcs or of circular arcs. We also describe an
algorithm, with the same running time, for computing the faces ofA(L) that have a nonempty intersection
with a setP of m “marking points,” none of which lie on any arc ofL. Our algorithm works also for a
set of congruent circles, thereby improving on the best-known algorithm, which requiresO(npm logn)
randomized expected time.

Let L be a family ofn pseudo-circlesin the plane, which is a collection of closed Jordan curves, each
pair of which intersect at most twice. Recently there has been considerable work on the problem of splitting
the curves in such a familyL into arcs, so that each pair of arcs intersect in at most one point. This work
started with the paper of Tamaki and Tokuyama [26], and has continued with recent papers of Aronov and
Sharir [7] and of Chan [9], and with additional current work in progress. Since the resulting set of arcs is
a collection of pseudo-segments, one can apply to the new arrangement known results involving pseudo-
segments to obtain combinatorial bounds on the complexity of various substructures in arrangements of
pseudo-circles. This approach has recently been used to obtain nontrivial upper bounds on the complexity
of a level in an arrangement of pseudo-circles [9, 26], on thenumber of incidences between points and
circles [7], and on the complexity of many faces in an arrangement of circles [1]. However, none of the
preceding results were algorithmic. In this paper we present anO(n3=2+")-time algorithm for splitting a
set ofn circles intoO(n3=2+") pseudo-segment arcs. The recent algorithms of Solan [25] and of Har-Peled
[19] can be used or adapted for this task, but the running timeof the resulting solutions would be close toO(n7=4). Our algorithm follows the general approach of these algorithms. but it uses additional tools and a
more refined analysis to obtain the bound stated above.

Combining this algorithm with our new algorithms for handling arrangements of pseudolines, we obtain
algorithms that detect, count, or report all incidences betweenm points andn circles in time that is close to
the best upper bounds known for the number of such incidences(as provided in [7]).

1We follow the convention that a bound of the formO(g(n; ")) means that for each" > 0 there is a constantc" such that the
actual bound isc"g(n; ").
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2 Duality for Points and Pseudolines

LetL be a set ofn pseudolines andP a set ofm points in the plane. LetW be a vertical strip that contains
all points ofP and all the vertices ofA(L). Let� and� be the left and right boundary lines ofW . As in the
introduction, we assume thatL is a set ofx-monotone arcs whose left and right endpoints lie on� and on�,
respectively; see Figure 1 (a). Each arc` in L can easily be extended to an unboundedx-monotone Jordan
curve �̀by drawing leftward and rightward horizontal rays from the left and right endpoints, respectively,
of each arc. We will refer to�̀as theextensionof `. An x-monotone Jordan arc that crossesW completely
splitsW into two regions. We will refer to each of these regions as apseudo-halfplane.

We now present a duality transform that mapsL to a setL� of n points andP to a setP � of m pseu-
dolines so that the incidences and the above-below relationships between the points and pseudolines is
preserved. For simplicity, we assume that no point ofP lies on a line ofL. The construction and the proof
can easily be extended to handle this case. Sort the pseudolines ofL in increasing order of their intercepts
with �. Map each linè 2 L to the point`�(i`; 0), wherei` is the rank of the intercept̀\ � along�. In
other words, the dual points all lie on thex-axis, and appear there in the same order as they-order of the in-
tercepts of the corresponding curves with�. Note that, since we are dealing with (x-monotone unbounded)
pseudo-lines, they-coordinates of the dual points, as well as the exact spacings between theirx-coordinates,
are not important. One can always move any dual point up or down (arbitrarily) or left or right (without
passing over another dual point), and deform the dual pseudolines accordingly, so that the incidences, the
above-below relationships, and the pseudoline property, are all preserved. See Figure 1 for an illustration.

�
W

� b� `�1 `�4d�c�e�a� `�2
(b)

`�3de
(a)

`1`2`3
`4 cba

Figure 1: The duality transform: (a) The primal setting. (b) The dual representation; the dashed ellipses show the
bundles maintained by the sweep-line algorithm for constructingA(P �).

Each pointp 2 P is mapped to anx-monotone curvep� that is constructed to obey the following
(necessary) rule: For each line` 2 L, if p lies above (resp., below, on)`, drawp� to pass above (resp.,
below, through) the point̀�. This rule does not fully specify the curvesp�, but, with some care, as we will
see shortly, this rule yields a drawing of these curves as a collection of pseudolines. We first show:

Lemma 2.1 There do not exist three pseudolines`1; `2; `3 2 L and two pointsp; q 2 P such that (i)̀ �1 lies
to the left of̀ �2, which lies to the left of̀�3, (ii) the curvep� passes abovè�1 and`�3, and beloẁ �2, and (iii)
the curveq� passes beloẁ�1 and`�3, and abovè �2.

We next show how to sort the dual curvesp�, for p 2 P , atx = �1. Let us first assume that no pair of
points ofP lies in the same face ofA(L). In the present course of analysis, we have no way to distinguish
between any two points that lie in the same face, and we simplyregard such a pair as identical.

We define the following relation onP �: For two pointsp; q 2 P we say thatp� � q� if the pseudoline` 2 L with the lowest�-intercept that separatesp andq is such thatp lies below` andq lies abovè . We
denote this relationship byp < ` < q. We prove the following.
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Lemma 2.2 The relationship� is a total order onP �.
We now show how to draw the curves ofP � so that they form an arrangement of pseudolines. As

noted, for the time being, we are not concerned about the efficiency of the procedure given below; we
only want to show that the pseudoline property can be enforced. First we sort the curves by� and draw
them atx = �1 in this increasing order. In general, we draw the curves fromleft to right as horizontal,
parallel curves until we are about to sweep past some dual point `�. We compute the setsA(`�), B(`�),
consisting of those points that lie above (resp., below)`. This allows us to find allinversionsenforced by`�, namely, all pairs(p; q), such thatp� passed aboveq� before`�, but at`� we have thatp� passes below`� whereasq� passes above that point. We then draw the curves past`� so that exactly those inverted pairs
cross each other. To achieve this, we take all the curves inA(`�) (that have to pass above`�), and bend them
simultaneously, keeping them parallel to each other, so that they do not intersect among themselves. We
apply a symmetric deformation to the curves inB(`�). In this way, it is clear that intersections arise exactly
between the inverted pairs. After sweeping past`�, we bend all curves back to horizontal and continue like
this to the right. See Figure 2 (b). We invite the reader to verify that Figure 1(b) is a (somewhat deformed but
topologically equivalent) realization of this drawing procedure, applied to the configuration in Figure 1(a).
We prove that this procedure does indeed produce an arrangement of pseudolines. Omitting all the details,
we obtain the main result of this section:

Theorem 2.3 For a finite setP of points and a finite setL of pseudolines in the plane, the above transfor-
mation mapsL into a set of points andP into a set of pseudolines, so that the incidence relationship and
the above-below relationship betweenP andL are preserved.

3 Constructing the Dual Arrangement

LetL� denote the set of points dual to the pseudolines ofL, and letP � denote the set of pseudolines dual to
the points ofP , as defined in the preceding section. We describe an algorithm for computing efficiently the
arrangementA(P �). That is, we compute anincidence graphof A(P �) in which there is a node for every
face — vertex, edge, and two-dimensional facet — ofA(P �), and two nodes associated with the faces�1
and�2 are connected by an arc if�1 � @�2 anddim(�1)+1 = dim(�2). Moreover, the output also records
coincidences between points ofL� and vertices ofA(P �), as well as incidences between points ofL� and
edges ofA(P �). In some applications, we will also assume that we have preprocessedA(P �) for answering
point-location queries.

We constructA(P �) by sweeping a vertical line from left to right that stops at every point ofL�. The
difficulty in performing the sweep is that we do not know how tocompare they-ordering of two dual
pseudolines at a given vertical line. For example, suppose we want to compare two dual pseudolinesp�; q�
atx = �1. By definition, we need to find, in the primal plane, all the pseudolines` that separatep andq,
and determine the order ofp andq using the separating line with the smallest�-intercept. Computing this
set of separating pseudolines is nontrivial and time consuming, and we cannot afford to do it explicitly. We
therefore sweep the line without maintaining the total ordering of pseudolines inP �, which is progressively
revealed as the sweep proceeds. More precisely, let`�1; `�2; : : : ; `�n be the sequence of points inL� sorted by
theirx-coordinates. The algorithm maintains the invariant that it has computed the following structure after
processing̀ �i :
(I.1) A partition�i = hP1; : : : ; Puii of P into subsets. We refer to these subsets asbundles. Two points

of P lie in the same bundle of�i if and only if they lie in the same face ofA(Li) (whereLi =f`1; : : : ; `ig). For anyp 2 Pj andq 2 Pj+1, the pseudolinep� lies belowq� immediately to the right
of `�i . That is, the bundles are sorted by they-ordering along the sweep line, but the vertical order of
the pseudolines within each bundle is yet undetermined. SeeFigure 1 (b).
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(I.2) Regard all dual pseudolines in each bundlePj as a single “thick” pseudolinej (say, choose a rep-
resentative dual pseudoline from each bundle), and let�i = fj j 1 � j � uig. The algorithm has
computed the portion ofA(�i) up to the vertical line passing through`�i .

At the end, after processing̀�n, each bundle in�n consists of a single pseudoline. Two points that remain
in the same bundle at the end of the algorithm must lie in the same face ofA(L), and, for our purpose, can
be considered identical. Therefore�n gives the ordering ofP � atx = +1 andA(�n) = A(P �).

In the ith step, while processing̀�i , the algorithm constructs�i andA(�i) from �i�1 andA(�i�1),
respectively, as follows.

Computing �i. For each bundlePj 2 �i�1, split Pj into two subsetsP�j andP+j , whereP�j (resp.,P+j )
is the set of points inPj that lie below (resp., above)`i. Let��i = hP�j j Pj 2 �i�1; P�j 6= ;i and�+i = hP+j j Pj 2 �i�1; P+j 6= ;i. Set�i = ��i ��+i , where� denotes concatenation.

Computing A(�i). For simplicity of presentation, assume that`j does not contain any point ofP . As
above, the procedure can easily be modified to handle that case. For eachPj 2 �i�1 if both P�j
andP+j are nonempty, thenp � q for any (p; q) 2 P�j � P+j , so we can refine the ordering of
pseudolines inP � atx = �1 (this is not done explicitly — it will be a byproduct of the other steps
described next). We split the corresponding thick pseudolinej into two pseudolines�j and+j and
refineA(�i�1). Roughly speaking, every edge ofA(�i) that lies onj is now replaced by a thin
“rectangle,” as shown in Figure 2 (a). We omit the details from this abstract.

v w

γ γ

γ

k l

j

γ−v−

v+

γ γ

γ

k l

j

j+w

w−

+ `�i
(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Splitting a thick pseudoline; an edge lyingj becomes a rectangular face. (b) Crossings before`�i .

Next, if we have two nonempty bundlesP�j andP+k such thatk < j, then�j lies above+k just to
the left of`�i but below+k at `�i , so they induce a vertex ofA(�i) to the left of`�i . We create this new
vertex and update the incidence graph. Note that in general many pairs(P�j ; P+k ) may create such
a crossing beforè�i . These crossings appear in a grid-like pattern, as shown in Figure 2 (b), and we
updateA(�i) accordingly. Again, we leave out the details.

Lemma 3.1 The above two steps maintain the invariant (I.1) and (I.2).

Note that once we have computed��i and�+i and determined the bundles that have been split into
two nonempty bundles, the rest of the computation can be carried out in time proportional to the change in
the size of the incidence graph, whose accumulated cost is only O(m2). It thus suffices to describe how
to compute��i and�+i efficiently. We maintain a weight-balanced binary treeT whosejth leftmost leaf
stores the bundlePj [23]. For each nodev 2 T, let Sv � P denote the set of points stored at the leaves of
the subtree rooted atv. At each nodev 2 T, we maintain a data structureDv = D(Sv) that supports the
following operations onSv:

EMPTYv (): Is one of the pseudo-halfplanes determined by empty (of points ofSv)? If so, which one.
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INSERTv (p): Insert a point intoSv.
DELETEv(p): Delete a point fromSv.

SPLITv (): Let S+v ; S�v be the subset of points ofSv that lie above and below, respectively. SplitD(Sv)
intoD(S+v ) andD(S�v ).

We will describe in the next section a data structure that supports these operations efficiently. Suppose
that each of these operations can be performed inO(f(m)) (amortized) time. Then we compute��i and�+i , as follows.

While processing̀ i, we visitT in a top-down manner. Suppose we are at a nodev 2 T. We execute
EMPTYv (`i) onD(Sv). If it returns “yes,” then we markv by ‘+’ (resp., by ‘�’) if Sv lies entirely above
(resp., below)̀ i. If the procedure returns “no” andv is a leaf, then we perform SPLITv (`i), create two
childrenv� andv+ of v, markv� (resp.,v+) by ‘�’ (resp., by ‘+’), storeS�v (resp.,S+v ) at v� (resp., atv+), and associateD(S�v ) (resp.,D(S+v )) with v� (resp., withv+). Otherwise (if the points ofSv lie on
both sides of̀ i andv is not a leaf), we recursively visit the two children ofv. Let V � (resp.V +) denote
the nodes ofT marked ‘�’ (resp., ‘+’). Let A = hui1 ; : : : ; uiai andB = hwj1 ; : : : ; wjbi be the sequence
of leaves ofT, sorted from left to right, in the subtrees rooted at nodes inV � andV +, respectively. Note
that we have��i = hSui1 ; : : : ; Suia i and�+i = hSwj1 ; : : : ; Swjb i. We finish the step by re-arranging the
leaves, the interior nodes, and the secondary structures ofT, so that all leaves ofA appear before those ofB, i.e., the sequence of leaves after re-ordering is(ui1 ; : : : ; uia ; wj1 ; : : : ; wjb). Let �i be the number of
leaves ofT that are split, thenjV �j + jV +j = O((�i + 1) log n). Hence, the total time spent in traversingT and splitting the leaves isO(�if(m) logm). Since

Pni=1 �i � m� 1, the total time spent in these steps
during the entire sweep isO((n +m)f(m) logm). Omitting all details, we claim that the total time spent
in re-arrangingT while processing̀�i can be madeO(�if(m) logm) where�i is the number of vertices ofA(�i) that are created while processing`�i . Since

Pi �i = O(m2), we conclude the following:

Theorem 3.2 LetL be a set ofn pseudolines andP a set ofm points in the plane. Suppose we have a data
structure that supports each of the four operations described above inO(f(m)) amortized time. Then we
can constructA(P �) in O((m2 + n)f(m) logm) time.

We will show in the next section that ifL is a set of circular arcs or bounded-degree polynomial arcs,
thenf(m) = O(m") for any" > 0, so we obtain the following.

Corollary 3.3 LetL be a set ofn pseudolines andP a set ofm points in the plane. IfL is a set of (extensions
of) circular arcs or bounded-degree polynomial arcs, then we can constructA(P �) in O((m2+n)m") time,
for any " > 0. Moreover, for each pointp 2 P , the above algorithm can also return, within the same
asymptotic time bound, the set of pseudolines inL that containp. If there is no pseudoline passing throughp, then the algorithm can return the pseudolines that lie immediately above and belowp.

4 Pseudo-Halfplane Range Reporting

Let W be a vertical strip, and let� be a collection ofx-monotone arcs whose endpoints lie on the left and
right boundaries ofW . Each arc 2 � splitsW into two (closed) regions. As above, we call each of
these regions apseudo-halfplanebounded by. Let S be a set ofm points lying inside the stripW . We
wish to preprocessS into a data structure that supports the four operations described in the previous section
– EMPTY, INSERT, DELETE, and SPLIT. In addition, we want the data structure to support the following
REPORT (g, k) operation: Letg be one of the pseudo-halfplanes bounded by an arc 2 �, and letk be an
integer. REPORT (g, k) reportsminfjS \ gj; kg points ofS \ g. Note that EMPTY () can be answered
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by performing REPORT (+, 1) and REPORT(�, 1) queries, where�; + are the two pseudo-halfplanes
bounded by. The following lemma is easy to prove.

Lemma 4.1 If a data structure supportsINSERT, DELETE operations inO(f(m)) amortized time and
REPORT(g, k) in O(f(m) + k) time, thenSPLIT can be performed inO(f(m) logm) amortized time.

Hence, it suffices to describe a data structure that supportsthe INSERT, DELETE, and REPORToperations
efficiently. We present such a data structure for two specialcases: (i)� is a set of circular arcs, and (ii)� is
a set of (portions of the) graphs of polynomials of bounded degree.

4.1 Querying with circular arcs

Let � be the set of circular arcs whose endpoints lie on the left andright boundary ofW . We construct a
weight-balanced binary treeT on they-coordinates of points inS [23]. For a nodev 2 T, letSv � S be the
set of points whosey-coordinates are stored at the leaves of the subtree rooted at v, and putmv = jSvj. We
map each pointp = (xp; yp) 2 Sv to the point�p = (xp; yp; x2p + y2p) in R3 . Let �Sv = f�p j p 2 Svg. We
preprocess�Sv into a dynamic data structure proposed by Agarwal and Matouˇsek [4] for reporting in timeO(m"v + k) all k points of �Sv that lie in a query halfspaceh in R3 . We can easily modify this data structure,
so that for a given parameter�, it reports in timeO(m"v + �) time onlyminfj �Sv \ hj; �g � points ofSv
lying in the query halfspace. A point can be inserted into or deleted from this data structure inO(log2m)
time.

Let g be the region lying below an arc 2 �. Suppose lies in the upper semicircle of the circleC ;
let a denote they-coordinate of the center ofC , and letD denote the disk bounded byC . A REPORT(g,k) query is answered as follows. We first identifyO(logm) nodesv1; : : : vs of T so that

Si Svi is the set
of points inS whosey-coordinates are at mosta. Since eachSvi � g, by visiting thevi’s one by one, we
can report inO(�) time� = minfjSi Svi j; kg points ofS whosey-coordinates are at mosta. If we have
reported fewer thank points, then we identifyO(logm) nodesw1; : : : ; wr of T so that

Si Swi is the set of
points whosey-coordinates are at leasta. A point p 2 Swi lies in the halfplaneg if and only if p 2 D . We
mapC to a plane�C in R3 using the standard lifting transform so thatp 2 D if and only if �p lies below
the plane�C . We visit thewi’s one by one, and at each nodewi we do the following: Suppose we have
reported� points so far. We then reportminfk � �; jSwi \ C jg points ofSwi \ C using the secondary
structure stored atwi. If we have reported a total ofk points, we stop. Otherwise, we update the value of�
and visitwi+1. The total time spent in this procedure isO(m" + k), for any" > 0.

Using the standard partial-rebuilding technique [23], a point can be inserted or deleted into/from the
overall structure inO(log3m) time. Hence, we obtain the following:

Theorem 4.2 Let� andS be as above. Then each of the operationsEMPTY, INSERT, DELETE, andSPLIT

can be performed inO(m") amortized time, for any" > 0.

4.2 Querying with polynomial arcs

Next let� = �(d) be the set of all arcs that are graphs of polynomials of degreeat mostd. That is, letP
be the set of all univariate polynomials of degree at mostd, and letI be thex-projection ofW . Then� is
the set of the restrictions toI of the polynomials inP. We describe a dynamic data structure that reports all
points ofS lying above an arc in�. A similar data structure can be constructed for reporting points that lie
below an arc.

We call an arc 2 � k-shallow if at mostk points ofS lie above. We call a simply connected cell
with at most four edges apseudo-trapezoidif its top and bottom edges are portions of arcs in� and its left
and right edges are vertical lines. Anelementary partitionof S is a family� = f(S1;41); : : : ; (Su;4u)g,
whereS1; : : : ; Su form a partition ofS, 4i is a pseudo-trapezoid, andSi � 4i. The following lemma,
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whose proof is omitted, is obtained by extending the resultsof Matoušek [22] and Agarwal and Ma-
toušek [3].

Lemma 4.3 Let S and� be as defined above, and letr be a parameter. Then there exists an elementary
partition � = f(S1;41); : : : ; (Su;4u)g of S so thatm=r � jSij � 2m=r and any(m=r)-shallow arc of� crossesO(logm) pseudo trapezoids of�. If r is a constant, then� can be computed inO(m) time.

As in [22], using the above lemma, we can construct inO(m logm) time a partition tree of sizeO(m) for
answering REPORT(g, k) queries in timeO(m" + k) time. A point can be inserted or deleted inO(log2m)
amortized time. Hence, we conclude the following.

Theorem 4.4 Let� andS be as above. Then each of the operationsEMPTY, INSERT, DELETE, andSPLIT

can be performed inO(m") amortized time.

5 Incidences and Many Faces in Pseudoline Arrangements

Let P be a set ofm points andL a set ofn pseudolines that are circular or polynomial arcs, and letI(P;L)
denote the set of pairs(p; `) 2 P � L such thatp lies on `. We wish either to reportI(P;L), or to
computejI(P;L)j, or just to determine whetherI(P;L) is nonempty. For simplicity, we focus on the first
subproblem. Corollary 3.3 implies thatI(P;L) can be computed inO((m2 + n)m") time, for any" > 0.
By partitioningP into dm=pne subsetsP1; : : : ; Ps, each of size at most

pn, and computingI(Pi; L) for
each subset separately,I(P;L) can be computed inO(mn1=2+" + n1+") time, which is near optimal form � pn. We now describe an algorithm that is efficient for all valuesof m andn. For a parameterr � n,
a (1=r)-cutting of L is a decomposition ofR2 into pseudo-trapezoids with disjoint interiors so that each
pseudo-trapezoid crosses at mostn=r pseudolines ofL. A (1=r)-cutting ofO(r2) size can be computed inO(nr) time [10, 19], under an appropriate model of computation.

We choose a parameterr < n and construct a(1=r)-cutting� of L of sizeO(r2). For a cell� 2 �, letL� � L be the set of pseudolines that intersect the interior of� . We can compute the incidences betweenP andL at the vertices of� in O(nr) time. For a cell� 2 �, let P� � P be the set of points that either
lie in the interior of� or that lie on an edge of� . Setn� = jL� j andm� = jP� j. Then

P� m� � 2m
andn� � n=r. At most one pseudolinèe of L can contain an edgee of �. If there is such a pseudoline,
we report all incidences betweene and the points that lie one, in a total time ofO(r2 +m). Finally, we

computeI(P� ; L� ) in timeO(m�n1=2+"� + n1+"� ) using the algorithm outlined above. Hence, the total time
spent in computingI(P;L) is

P� O �m� (n=r)1=2+" + (n=r)1+" + nr� = O �m(n=r)1=2+" + n1+"r1�"� :
With the appropriate choice ofr, this yields:

Theorem 5.1 The incidences betweenm points andn pseudolines that are circular or polynomial arcs of
bounded degree can be detected, counted or reported in timeO(m2=3�"n2=3+2" +m1+" + n1+"), for any" > 0.

For a set� of arcs as above and for a setP of points in the plane, not lying on any arc of�, letF(P;�)
be the set of faces inA(�) that contain at least one point ofP . An approach similar to computingI(P;L),
but more involved, can computeF(P;L) within the same time bound. Omitting all the details from this
abstract, we assert the following.

Theorem 5.2 LetP be a set ofm points andL a set ofn pseudolines that are circular or polynomial arcs
of bounded degree in the plane. Then we can computeF(P;L) in timeO(m2=3�"n2=3+2" +m1+" + n1+"),
for any" > 0.

The following theorem can be proved by combining Theorem 5.2with the “red-blue-merge” algorithm
by Edelsbrunneret al. [12].
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Theorem 5.3 LetP be a set ofm points andC a set ofn congruent circles in the plane. We can computeF(P;C) in timeO(m2=3�"n2=3+2" +m1+" + n1+").
6 Cutting Lenses

One of our main motivations for studying arrangements of pseudolines was the problem of computing inci-
dences between points and circles. The recent analysis of Aronov and Sharir [7] shows that a collection ofn circles can be cut intoO(n3=2+") arcs that are pseudo-segments, meaning that any pair of arcsintersect
at most once. One can then apply known bounds for incidences between points and pseudo-segments, to
obtain a bound that is roughlyO(m2=3n2=3 + n3=2) on the number of incidences betweenm points andn
circles. (This bound can then be further refined, for small values ofm; see [7] for details.) Our goal is to
make this combinatorial analysis constructive, so as to obtain a comparably-efficient algorithm for detecting,
counting, or reporting these incidences. The first task thatwe face is to find, in timeO(n3=2+"), a set ofO(n3=2+") points that cut the given circles into pseudo-segments. If two circles; 0 2 C intersect, then the
three bounded faces ofA(f; 0g) are calledlenses. Our goal is thus to cut the circles inC so that all lenses
will be cut, i.e., a cut is made on at least one of the two edges of each lens.

The algorithm proceeds in two stages. In the first stage, we use standard range-searching techniques [2],
to decompose the intersection graph of the circles inC into a union of complete bipartite subgraphsfAi �Bigi so that the following condition holds.Xi (jAij+ jBij)3=2 = O(n3=2+"): (6.1)

In the second stage, we cut circles in each bipartite subgraph independently. LetA be a set of ‘red’ circles
andB a set of ‘blue’ circles, so that every red circle intersects every blue circle, and letm = jAj + jBj.
We cut circles inA andB into circular arcs so that allbichromaticlenses, i.e., lenses formed by a red circle
and a blue circle, are cut. We describe a recursive algorithmfor making these cuts. At each step, we have a
pseudo-trapezoid� and two sets of circular arcs� and�0 clipped to within� . The arcs in� and�0 lie on the
circles inA andB, respectively. Initially,� (resp.�0) is the set of upper and lower semicircles inA (resp.B), and� is the entire plane. We omit the proof of the following lemma;see [20] for a similar result.

Lemma 6.1 If the endpoints of all arcs in� and�0 lie on@� , then we can determine inO((j�j+j�0j) log3m)
time whether� and�0 form a bichromatic lens that lies entirely in the interior of� .

If the endpoints of all arcs in� [ �0 lie on@� and� and�0 do not form a bichromatic lens that is fully
contained inside� , then we stop. Otherwise (i.e., an endpoint lies inside� , or there is a bichromatic lens
lying inside� ), we choose a sufficiently large constantr, and compute a(1=r)-cutting� of � [ �0, of sizeO(r2). For every arc 2 � [ �0 and for every cell� 2 � that is crossed by, we cut at its intersection
points with@�. The total number cuts made isO(nr) = O(n). After this step all lenses that lie in more
than one cell of� have been cut, so we recursively solve the problem within each cell of�. For a pseudo-
trapezoid� 2 �, let�� and�0� be the set of arcs in� and�0, clipped to within�, that intersect the interior
of �. We recursively solve the problem for each cell of� with �� and�0�.

It is clear that the algorithm cuts all bichromatic lenses inside� . (Initially, � is the whole plane.) In
order to analyze the running time of the algorithm, we need the following observations.

Lemma 6.2 Let � be a lens inA(C). Then� contains (in the closure of its interior) a lens�0 (possibly�0 = �) such that any circle that crosses�0 intersects both of its arcs (either once or twice).

We call a lens� elementaryif the lens that satisfies Lemma 6.2 is� itself. Returning to the subproblem
inside the trapezoid� , if � contains a lens in its interior, then it also contains an elementary lens. Let
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of elementary bichromatic lenses that lie in the interior of� , and letT (m; k) denote the maximum running
time of the above algorithm. Then the above observation gives the following recurrence forT (m; k).T (m; k) = X�2�T (m=r; k�) +O(m log3m)
wherek� is the number of endpoints of� [ �0 plus the number of elementary lenses that lie in the interior
of the cell� of �, so

P� k� � k. We also haveT (m; 0) = O(m log3m). Hence, the same analysis as
in [20, 25] implies thatT (m; k) = O(m1+"pk). The following lemma is a re-statement of a recent result
in [5].

Lemma 6.3 The number of elementary bichromatic lenses formed byA andB isO(m).
Hence,k = O(m), therefore the total time spent in cutting the bichromatic lenses formed byA andB isO(m3=2+"). Repeating this procedure to all bipartite graphsAi�Bi, and adding up the resulting complexity

bounds using (6.1), we obtain the following:

Theorem 6.4 A collection ofn circles can be cut intoO(n3=2+") pseudo-segments, in timeO(n3=2+").
7 Circular Arrangements

Combining Theorem 6.4 with Theorem 5.1, we can conclude thatthe incidences betweenm points andn
circles can be detected, counted or reported in timeO(m2=3�"n2=3+2" +m1+" + n3=2+"), for any" > 0.
This bound is nearly worst-case optimal form larger than roughlyn5=4. Aronov and Sharir [7] show how
to improve such a bound for the number of incidences whenm is smaller. The extra step that they use,
constructing a dual partitioning for the set of circles, represented as points inR3 , is in fact constructive.
Putting it all together, and omitting any further details inthis abstract, we obtain:

Theorem 7.1 The incidences betweenm points andn circles can be detected, counted or reported in timeO(m2=3�"n2=3+2" + m1+") if m � n5=4 and in timeO(m6=11+"n9=11+" + n1+") if m � n5=4, for any" > 0. The same asymptotic bounds apply also to the problem of computingm faces in an arrangement ofn circles.

The following result on range searching can also be obtainedby modifying our incidence algorithm.

Theorem 7.2 Given a setC of n circles and a setP of m points in the plane, we can count the number of
points lying inside each circle in timeO(m2=3�"n2=3+2"+m1+") if m � n5=4 and in timeO(m6=11+"n9=11+"+n1+") if m � n5=4, for any" > 0.
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